
Talk 11. Representationsof theWeil groupindsay-

I Abstract Machinery:
Let G be a profinite group.

LetKoG be the Grothendieck
grays of G, i.e. the

free abolior up or symbols [1], where I goes through the set

of isoclasses of irrecucible smooth reps of G. (a.K.a. gp of virtual reps)

Amb:We view the setof iso classes of finite dimeminal smooth reps of G

as contanied in KoG. If t is such rep., then we write

2 =lAfrirred.
- [1] = E, [li]EkoG.

Abuse of notation:drop the bracketsand write [C)=1.

I dim. Map koG-> defined in a natural way.

Define FoG. =U Kott
HIG
open

and devote its elementsas pains (H,1), where H20
open

and & Gott

· M(G) = =Hom (G, KY =K. G

so ↑(G): =U MH) CK.G
H=G
opee

Def: Let atbe an ablia up, o a profinite up.-

a) An inductionconstant on 6 (with valves in it) is a function
F:Yoo -> it

S.t:H26 open, FIkH is a gphomomaphism
and if HII are open subype of a and (H,1) - Kot has



dimension o, then FCJ, Indie) =F(H,1)
b) Adivision on 6 (with vatars in it) is a fraction

D:F(0) -> it.

*
An inductionconstantI gives lise to a division ofvia restriction.

and IF is called the boundary of F.
*Adivision D ou G is said to be pre-inductive on G

if it is of the form D=IF, for some inductionconstant
I ou O.

Lava 1: Let 6 be profinite, a division on 0.
--

Astrume I a family it of open normal subps Hof G, s.t:
8 o -bi oct is an isomaphism

· the restrictionDollof D to M(014) is pre-inductive
on G1 for all H- H.

Then I is peinductiveon G. If is the induction

constanton o with foundary D, then DOI is the

boundary of IIKG1

S Maii statement:Existence of the Local constant:

LetEIFbe a finite separable extension.

For ICF, we setYE =Y. TE GE

And we letis (F) =G."(F)
where GIF:iso casses of semisimple reps of dairn.



⑭1. LetEIF run through finteextensions incide I,and

let PEF, PF1. Then Ia unique family of functions

&(E) -> 4[g,q3]x
1 1-> 2 (1,s, Y)

satisfying the followingproperties:
(i) If 2EI, then

E(doaz is, Pl=912, s,PE)

(ii) If enif -> (E), then
E/*,s, PE) =EChs,4).Elless, Yel

(iii) If leGs(E), FCKCEis a tower of finite extensions,

then: E(Ind*E11s, Y) =ElIndYE AE, s,Pr
2(1,s, PE) E LAz,s, YE)

· If e- Y"(F), we call E11,5,4) the Langlands-
Deligne local constantof (relativeto PCF and s
we emmerate some of its interesting properties:

P. LetNEF, TF1and If Y"(F). There
a) In (2,4) eE s.t.

ELe,s, Y) =que,It E (1, E14)
b) Leta F1. Then:

ECe,s, a4=det ea) lalldincess-I/Els,M)
n(e,av) =n(2,4+ val duire



) We have, ureover, a functional equation:

211,5,4) EL, 1-5,4 =det e(-1)

d) I ne e s.t if xeF of level knes
duire

them &(24), 5,4 =det (CL))
-EC,s, 4

for any ((NEFX s.t. XClea) =4 (c(d) a),
x =f[2]+ 1.

Yet LIF be finite +Galois, G
:Gal(IF)

By LCFT, we know thatGELG /G*=FYNELLY
and here we way view IO) as the setof

pais (E,H), where I rus through the intermediate fields
FIEC 1 and I through the characters of Ex which are trivial

on NECLY
We assume the next result to prove the assertions above:

ta:Let LIF be a finite Galois extension with galois ap
8= GalCLIF). IYCF, 4-1, s.t the following
division au G

&*:(E,x)+ E(X, s, 4E)
Yol

is pre-inductive on G.

. We want to getrid of the restrictionon Y.
LIF

By Leana 1and Thm. S, the division &p:(E,x) it ECK, s, YE) is

peviductive on GF=h GalL1IF)=fte GrlGLIFfinite
Galois Galas



Moreove, I4*is the houndary of the viduction constant

(6,1) 1 E(2, s, 4E)

Now leta tFY and define the function
(E,1) -> det 2(a) Hall, dire, IE,l) (Fors.

Clearly .
thisis an inductionconstant on GF.

Thus, (EIl) It det (a) HalldineE (is,YE)
is also an induction constant.

The houdary of this latter is

(Ein) -U(a) lall** 9 (K, s, PE)=3 (2,s,alE)
-Prop1(b)

Hence, this division is pre-inductive and the boundary of
the ind, const. (E,t) it EL1,5,PE)
So Yhm 2 holds for all PEF, P+ 1and this than 1proves

for leps of Galois gps.
prop1 as has already been discussed in Gulio's talk.

Next goal:Extend there results to reps of weil ups.

Fix weF a uniforminer. Let Fbe uranified.
white (8) =g-sD), for some s(D)CK.
I Elffinite, WEIEmifamizer, we also have

- s(I)PE (Wel=E
MHeuce, if DEE, we have

9(RIE, 5, YE) =9(X, s+5(4), PES I

bondary!



in1: Let (GI,l)eYoGF, let DEFs uramified +of
finiteader. Then ECDEK1,s, PE) =2Ce, stscal, 4E)

*:They are both induction constantswith the same

bounday. Herce, they are equal. E

Now lette be the trivial character of the Will gp WE
and define EIFIs,4)=2 (EndAe,s, 4)

ElAz1siYE)

Clavie 2: DEIFLS, NI is constantins.
-

&: If be# is wraut of fiit oder
->I* End*A== IndIEDE
E der Is,4=dWEDES

* E (IndW1e,s+s(D),4/
-+s(d), 4E)

=>Azir(s +s(0),4)

2 1EIf (s +5,4) =DEir(s,4) for all roots of
unity It D.

ButDEF(s,P)=const. x(95-s
power

so this proves our claim.

-> SEIF(4) is called the sanglands constant.

↳ als
Pr=Dei (Uen

for ecy,(E)



Func. equationin Prop

- 1er LY2 det (Ind
11 (e) (-1)

n =2
*

has order 2

->DEFL4) is a l-th root of vity.
· LetI be an irred. Smooth rep of WE.
YetINEbe a Probeus. I kI1, s.t

-IIIk counts with (NE)
- (2)=c
Schur's
lemen

M
LetHe WE be uurawified, s.t. X(E)k=c1

-xal2WE) is fuite.
-> Le factor through a rep lo ofGE.

d'apes Giulio

So by claim 1, we may identify
{ (1,s,YE)=9ll,s-sk,

PE)

is so we reduced it to the Galoiscase,

dotation

&(F):setof iso-classes of irreducible smooth reps of WI
of dicationn

Gn (F): setof equiv classes of ndin, semisimple,Deligne
representationsof WF.

G"(F) c 4,5):1 -G"(F) if 7x +1a
character of WE s.t. QUEC.

If et GF) :GF), then I is said to be

totally ramified.



Ref:A pain (FIF, X), where EIFis quadratic + tawely
ranified and 2e EXis admissible if: I· doesn't factorthrough NEIF

· if KIE does factor through NEIFI EIFis urawified

⑪IFI:setof iso-classes of admissible pours

If (EIF, 3) eP2IF), I may me regarded as a character

of WE (=Inde 3

Im 3:If (EIF, 5) is are advisible poir, the representation( is

ireducible. Morer, the map (15,3)H2} induces
a bijection PITG if pF2

IPIF) Is t(# if p = 2.

La: Let (EIF,3) be an adm. pair. Let 2=HEIF
be the contrional character ofF which is trivial ou Net (EI
=>ez =xaz
Inparticular, 13e GMT) ES EIF uramified.

I: *C=Inde (x= x3), where R2 =HONEF: 13
On the other haud, letIgG"(I) and a the
ruram. quadratic character of FV. If 107 =Gal(E(t)
=>343 =RE.
->BUL factors through Neir



Yhus, by definition of admissible poirs, IIF is uramified
Proof of Mhm 3:

· Let(EIF, 3) ePIF), 8eGal(ElF), 8+1.
I doesn't factor through NEIF

=>3,38 are distinct.

Note thatthe the way We**It is

Gal (EIF)-equivariant.
-,58 of WI are district

MackeyTheory
lig=Inde} is irreducible.

· Injectivity.. Let(E: IF, 3i) ePn(F), i= 1,2 and allow

C. = la
· if EIFEFelF, we way

take En =Ez=E.

Resrt3=3 * 3,, where Gal(EIF) =20)

=>3E43, 34
->(EIF, 5e) =(EIF, 3).

· Now suppose InFE, and let =E. Ec

At leastone of the EilF is totally ramified.

e
and

themax unasubitFogitane
et

trely ramified by definitionof adm, pars)
=>eCEs(E) =2 Adhyaukar's lava

-o e(Er) 12 =e (Es (F) EElEris erawified



Let Ci=REilt.
Oberve thate=13, is fixed under tensing with C, and He

and heace also with REIF.

=>e -GMT)
Lemma

> Ei =Efai=1,2. N ↳ injectivity.
· Swecity: if e cg(I) (recipe: Frob. Rest irred)

=>I =IndY3, where FIF
quedratic.

=>(EIF,3) is admissible and t= ly.
·If I is tot. ramified (in thiscase p+2)

As din =2, esp Modomposes as a sam of
characters.

-> I KIFfinite + tavely rawified+ Galoi's
S.+ fIw =800

· Suppose O+& the WF-stabilizer of O is O2, for
some quadratic ext. LIF

E

The natural lep of ry in the O-isotypic subpace oft
provides a character of W, s.t=Indt 3.
I way to viewed as a char of LX.

Aim: (LIF,3) is admissible.

Let0 -GallLF), of 1. GYWk=0



=>3 + 30 and I doesn't factor throughNIF.

Snice is totally ramified, LIFis totally ramified.
Hence, if Slus faces through NuF

then =trir ou Us =UF U and is uramified.

x=>30 =x3 for some
i

-> FX, unrawified.
1

=>e =not and 2eG"(F),
-> (LIF, 3) is admissible and 2=23.

· Need to exclude O =0. Let LF be the max.

envawified sub-ext of KIF.

As KIL is cyclic. O admits extension to

a char. 3 of W, st jours in WL
i.e. We

way
have chosen xIF to be erawified.

However, this would wiply le G"(*) X.

Reference:Bushnell-Henniart, The Local Langlands conjective
for Gla.


